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Lesson



Typical	Lesson	Plan	Steps

Write

(3	min)

• Food	words	
• Expressing	Likes	&	Dislikes
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1. Vocabulary instruction 
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3.  Dialog
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Present
Practice
Perform
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Learning



Pros	and	Cons	of	PPP

Discuss

(2	min)
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1 minute  
 

+15%

David A. Sousa
How the Brain Learns 
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Problems



It is very good at…

Predicting 
Deciding 
Socializing
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1. Vocabulary instruction

2. Grammar instruction

3. Dialog

4. Communicative Task

No

Problem
involved?

No
No

Yes!
Teachable Moment

PPP
Not brain 

compatible



Make	it	problem-solving	
oriented!?

Discuss

(2	min,	standing)

1. Vocabulary instruction 
2. Grammar instruction
3. Dialog
4. Communicative Task

PPP
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PPP Changes
1. personalization 

2. change the order
3. combine parts

4. “It’ll be on the test!”
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Did you notice 
anything novel?

Novelty



Novelty



Novelty
ghost hand

6 fingers

no ear
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-Relevance for teachers?

Discuss
1) personal relevance
2) recent thinking
3) novelty

RAS filters in: 

(2	min,	standing)
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Damasio Immordino-Yang



No emotion, no learning

Damasio Immordino-Yang

“Emotion…heightens one’s propensity to engage 
 with the material in readiness for learning.”
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Damasio Immordino-Yang

Emotions are neural coding attached to memories

Every memory has an emotional component.

Emotions are not the same as feelings



Emotions…

Damasio Immordino-Yang



-help us decide

Emotions…

Damasio Immordino-Yang



-help us decide
-steer us through life

Emotions…

Damasio Immordino-Yang
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Emotions in deciding

negative or no valence positive valence



How do we 
add 

emotion?



Make it 
personally 

relevant!





Have you ever 
kissed someone?
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Read about British Christmas 
customs

Read this touching story about a 
little girl and gold wrapping paper

Write these food words Write a class party dinner plan

Write wh questions about this 
picture

Your partner will show you a  
favorite photo. Ask wh questions

Write instructions for using a 
photocopy machine

Invent a crazy machine and write 
instructions for it

Low relevance High relevance
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analysis



task 
analysis



emotion 
analysis





I live in Hyogo.



I live in Hyogo.

The video was really  
touching and interesting.



Emotion in Math



Emotion in Math



emotion 
drives  

learning



Vocab 
Teaching 



Vocabulary
Food Words:
Carrots										Tomatoes	
Potatoes								Beans	
Lettuce										Green	Peppers	



What happens when you teach too many words?



What happens when you teach too many words?



Lecture on  
Hebbian Neuroplasticity 

& Embodied sim
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Connecting



Public Library Association
Q. What do you notice?

Robert S. Murphy 2015



Birth - 6m - JHS

Public Library Association
Q. What do you notice?

Robert S. Murphy 2015
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Spaced Repetition
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Spaced Repetition

30 min 30 min



Spaced Repetition

30 min 30 min

100% greater retention
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Neuroplasticty

1) The brain is hardwired. 
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Hebbian 
Neuroplasticty

1) The brain is hardwired. 

2) Processing is done in fixed areas.X
“everything I learned

during my PhD…”





X



Vocabulary	teaching:	
							Better	approach	than	“repeating”

Discuss
We will



accomplish
accurate
accuse
achievement
acid

Adding Emotion to Vocabulary
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accomplish
accurate
accuse
achievement
acid

Adding Emotion to Vocabulary



Vocabulary	teaching:	
							Better	approach	than	“repeating”

Discuss

(2	min,	standing)
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Summary of 
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Teaching 



Grammar
	Does	John	like	carrots?

	No.	John	does		
not	like	carrots.

Yes.		John		
likes		

carrots.



Noticing
Noticing is basically the idea that if learners pay 
attention to the form and meaning of certain language 
structures in input, this will contribute to the 
internalization of the rule (Batstone, 1996).
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Noticing
Noticing is basically the idea that if learners pay 
attention to the form and meaning of certain language 
structures in input, this will contribute to the 
internalization of the rule (Batstone, 1996).

Instructing: Explaining and drawing attention to a particular form

Modeling: Reading or listening to a text that has the target form

Manipulating: Underlining or filling in the target form

Comparing:  Mixing target form with related forms



Noticing

I see 1 rabbit and 2 birds. 
I see 2 cats and 1 dog. 

I see 3 horses, 4 cows, 5 pigs, and 1 chicken.

Listening for kids



Noticing

I have been to a few countries in Asian.  
My parents took me to Thailand and 
Malaysia when I was a child, and I have 
lived in Korea. I went to Japan last year, 
but I have never been to Taiwan.

Find the present perfect verbs below.  

I have been to a few countries in Asian.  
My parents took me to Thailand and 
Malaysia when I was a child, and I have 
lived in Korea. I went to Japan last year, 
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Noticing

I have been to a few countries in Asian.  
My parents took me to Thailand and 
Malaysia when I was a child, and I have 
lived in Korea. I went to Japan last year, 
but I have never been to Taiwan.

Find the present perfect verbs below.  



Grammar	noticing	exercise

Make

(3	min)



Grammar	noticing	exercise

Make

(3	min)

 Instructing: Explaining and drawing attention to a particular form

 Modeling: Reading or listening to a text that has the target form

 Manipulating: Underlining or filling in the target form

 Comparing:  Mixing target form with related forms
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Predicting











How does the 
brain figure out 

the world?
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Processing
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Hierarchical Generative Models
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Error Coding



X
X

Error Coding

dopamine
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Predicting

What is this person is saying?

The Constitution Center is at the 
next stop
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The Constitution Center is at the 
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Predicting

What is this person is saying?



Your brain is predicting right now… 
-even against your conscious will!
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Language?

Hierarchical Generative Models



Language?

Hierarchical Generative Models

Grammar



Language?

Hierarchical Generative Models

Simulations



Language



Language





A single brain spot is associated with a number of related 
words. And each single word lights up many different 
brain spots. Together they make up networks that 
represent the meanings of each word we use…











“latte”



The dog jumped over the wall.

Embodied simulation



Embodied simulation



Input with Context: 
  multisensory 
  actions 
  stories

Embodied simulation



Dialog 



Dialog &  
Comm. Task
A:	Does	John	like	carrots?	

B:	Yes.		John	likes	carrots. 

A:	Does	John	like	beans?	

B:	No.		John	does	not	like	beans.



List	the	pros	and		
cons	of	“dialogs”.

Write
(2	min)



Lecture on  
Socializing



Socializing



Socializing





Ways	to	make	dialogs		
brain-friendly

Discuss

(2	min,	standing)





Communicative 
Task 

1 week later (with Joe) 



Lecture on 
Regression &  
Neural Reuse
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Emotion
a strong feeling deriving from one's circumstances, 

mood, or relationships with others.

Feeling of autonomy &
ownership of the material

Happy student
Motivated student

Great Teaching Ideal Teaching

How much is learned? Will they continue to learn?



?
Don’t let the content drive the lesson.

The student’s “aha! moments” should drive the learning.

out of alignment!
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The student’s “aha! moments” should drive the learning.
-so that they will continue to run on their own!

“alignment” issues disappear!

Fully engaged and running!





Functional Level  

(Low Support Context)

Optimal Levels 

(High Support Context)

Age in Years
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actions

reflexes
only

reflexes

reflexes &
actions

actions reflexes

representations

reflexes, actions &
representations

actions
representations

reflexes, actions,
representations, & abstractions

abstractions

reflexes, actions, rep., 
 abstractions, & principles

abstractions

representationsactions

representations

reflexes
reflexes reflexes

actionsprinciples

(Ratios dynamically change with context) (Ratios dynamically change with context) (Ratios dynamically change with context) (Ratios dynamically change with context)

network rerganization
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network rerganization
microdevelopment &

network rerganization
microdevelopment &

0-2mo 2-36mo 2-10yrs
2-20yrs

10-25yrs 25y - never

12-never 30-never
in low support

in high support in high support in high support

in low support in low support

Attainability Complexity

but, but, but,

implications?

implications?

implications? implications?

snaps
hot! snaps

hot!

snaps
hot!

snaps
hot!

snaps
hot!

Dynamic
Skill

Theory

Kurt Fischer
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How to create a high support context

1. Make learning a “thinking-centered” experience 

2. Assess longitudinal growth

　　　　　　　↓
3. Teach and learn how learning happens

4. Emotionally engage the students in the subject 

 5. Learning goal transparency is key for alignment
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How does a brain 
learn language?
word

word
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Key points
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The	major	“take-aways”	
from	the	plenary	

Write
(2	min)
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